
 
 

Committee on 51A 
M E M O R A N D U M 

To:   NFPA Technical Committee on Industrial and Medical Gases 
 
From:   Patti Mucci, Administrative Assistant 
 
Date:   June 14, 2010 
 
Subject:  NFPA 51A ROC Letter Ballot Circulation                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 
================================================================ 
The June 4, 2010 date for receipt of the NFPA 51A ROC letter ballot has passed. 
 
The preliminary ROC ballots results are as follows: 
 
24 Members Eligible to Vote 
  7  Ballots Not Returned (W. Barlen, R. Barnes, A. Fast, A. Harris, G. Mills, 
 R. Nii, T. Witte) 
13 Affirmative on All  
  4 Negatives on one or more proposals as noted in report   
  
Reasons for negative votes, etc. from alternate members are not included unless the ballot from 
the principal member was not received. 
 
In accordance with the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects, attached are 
reasons for negative votes and affirmative comments for review so you may change your ballot if 
you wish. 
 
If you wish to change your vote, the change must be received at NFPA on or before Monday, 
June 21, 2010.   Members who have not returned a ballot may do so now.  Such changes should 
be sent to Patti Mucci via either e-mail to pmucci@nfpa.org or via fax to 617-984-7110. 
 
The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
 
 
ATTACHMENT:  Circulation Explanations  
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Circulation Explanation Report for IMG-AAA   Comments Monday, June 14, 2010
Document # 51A

51A-9 10.6.4, 11.2.1.3 (New) (Log # CC2 )
Negative
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Early, R. The efforts to resolve the issue surrounding requirements for fire protection to be provided for
MATS containing acetylene represented by the committee comment are acknowledged; however, the
Compressed Gas Association cannot support the committee position as it is currently drafted.
Background
CGA submitted public proposal ROP Item 51A-31 in the ROP phase in response to recent fires involving

Mobile Acetylene discharge stations which were the subject of a report issued in 2007 by the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). Mobile Acetylene Trailer Accidents: Fire During Unloading in Dallas, Texas, July 25,

2007; Fire During Unloading in the Woodlands, Texas August 7, 2007; and Overturn and Fire in East New Orleans, Louisiana,
October 20, 2007, Special Investigation Report NFSB/SIR-09/01 PB2009-917002, National Transportation Safety Board,
Washington, DC.  Copies of the NTSB report were sent to NFPA's Industrial and Medical Gases Committee, and CGA notified the
committee of ongoing work within CGA to address specific NTSB recommendations which evolved out of the findings and
recommendations of the report in pertinent part as follows:

Findings
1. The fires in the East New Orleans, Louisiana, and Lamar, Colorado, accidents occurred as a result of the

ejection of unsecured cylinders during the rollovers of the mobile acetylene trailers, resulting in damage to
many of the cylinder valves and the release of acetylene, which then ignited.
2. The requirements in the Hazardous Materials Regulations covering mobile acetylene trailers do not

sufficiently address (1) the protection of the cylinders, valves, and fittings on the trailers from impact forces
that occur during an overturn accident and (2) the secure mounting of the cylinders to the vehicles.
3. The ignition of the acetylene in the accident in The Woodlands, Texas, likely occurred because of the

operators' failure to follow Western International Gas & Cylinders, Inc.'s, standard operating procedures,
which resulted in the introduction of high-pressure acetylene into closed piping that contained air, which in
turn initiated an acetylene decomposition reaction.
4. The ignition of the acetylene in the Dallas, Texas, accident likely occurred because of the operator's failure

to follow Western's standard operating procedures, which resulted in the reduction of the pressure in the
manifold to 0 psig, allowing air to enter the manifold and initiating a decomposition reaction when pressurized
acetylene was subsequently introduced into the manifold.
5. Because of the instability of acetylene, the current acetylene unloading procedures by themselves are not

adequate to ensure safety.
To the Compressed Gas Association:
Revise the recommended practices in Compressed Gas Association standard G-1.6, section 7, General

Provisions, to require automated water deluge systems at all mobile acetylene trailer loading and unloading
locations to control the spread of fire to other cylinders on a trailer and to nearby mobile acetylene trailers. (H
-09-03) Ibid, pp. 27- 28.

CGA agreed with the NTSB recommendations regarding fire protection and revised its publication G-1.6 for
publication during 2010 to include requirements for deluge systems.  The publication has not yet been released
by CGA staff pending final review, but committee work was complete when NFPA's closing date for public
comments on NFPA 51A occurred in March 2010.

CGA's position is represented by CGA's published standards.  In this instance the standard is G-1.6, and as currently developed the
requirements of the standard were shown in the public comment 51A-9 as follows:

11.2.1.3 Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems (MATS). At mobile acetylene charging plants a deluge fire sprinkler system having a
minimum water density of 0.3 gpm (1.14 L/min) per square foot for an area of 2500 ft2 (232 m2) or less shall be installed in the areas
occupied by trailers in charging or discharging stations.  The minimum water density requirement decreases linearly to 0.2 gpm (0.76
L/min) per square foot for areas greater that 5000 ft2 (464.52 m2).  The fire protection system shall be able to be activated
automatically and also by manual actuator.
11.2.1.3.1 The fire protection control system shall be located so that it is visible and accessible in an emergency.
11.2.1.3.2 Existing charging and discharging MATS shall be protected by a deluge fire sprinkler system in accordance with 11.2.1.3

by January 1, 2015.
11.2.1.3.3 Where the public water is not sufficient to meet the requirements for water flow or capacity, the supply shall be subject to
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approval by the AHJ.
In discussion during the ROC meeting the IMG TC offered rationale for 51A-9 (Log #CC2) that was logical

including the fact that the fire protection systems required for acetylene storage at indoor locations is not
required to be a deluge system.  The TC opined that with a deluge system the containment and drainage of
large amounts of fire protection water required by the model fire prevention and hazardous materials codes
was an added consideration.  In addition, the TC explained that NFPA 13 is the nationally recognized design
and installation standard for fire protection systems, and that reference to this nationally recognized standard is
integral to NFPA 55, and it is currently referenced in NFPA 51A Section 11.2.1.2, therefore, requirements as
shown in Section 11.2.1.3 (of the public comment) were unnecessary and could lead to misapplication of the
code.  In addition, it was explained that the IMG TC plans to integrate NFPA 51A into NFPA 55 which will
further require consistency in application with the fire protection requirements of NFPA 55 for flammable
gases and NFPA 13 for design and installation.

While the work on the part of the IMG TC to improve NFPA 51A within the context of ROP Item 51A-31 is
understood and appreciated, the available time provided by the NFPA process for CGA to reconsider the
application of requirements within CGA's Standards Development Process is insufficient to allow for anything
other than a negative ballot on ROC Item 51A-9 (Log #CC2).

Specific reasons for casting a negative ballot include the following:
· 51A-9 (Log #CC2) requires a fixed head fire sprinkler system in contrast to the open head deluge system

required by CGA G-1.6.  CGA's requirement for a deluge system are based in part on response to a request
from the National Transportation Safety Board that a deluge system be provided.  That said, CGA is not aware
of testing that substantiates the need for a deluge system; however, the current consensus of CGA's Ad Hoc
Code Committee on NFPA 51A as expressed by CGA G-1.6 is that a closed head sprinkler system may not
provide adequate fire protection for systems of this nature.
· CGA's G-1.6 standard requires retroactive application of requirements based on recent events involving fire

in MATS discharge stations.  These recent fire events bear out the need to provide controls at existing facilities
as well as in facilities of new construction.  The IMG TC members that attended the ROC meeting vocalized
some opposition to establishing a retroactive requirement even in light of the fire events reported in the NTSB
report. Statements were made to the effect that retroactive requirements are “out of the norm” for this
committee.  Section 1.4.1 of NFPA 51A allows for the selective application of requirements retroactively.
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Fluer, L. The efforts on the part of the IMG TC to resolve the issue surrounding requirements for fire
protection to be provided for MATS containing acetylene represented by the committee comment are
acknowledged; however, the Compressed Gas Association cannot support the committee position as it is
currently drafted.

Background
CGA submitted public proposal ROP Item 51A-31 in the ROP phase in response to recent fires involving

Mobile Acetylene discharge stations which were the subject of a report issued in 2007 by the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) (Ref. 1).

Ref 1. - Mobile Acetylene Trailer Accidents: Fire During Unloading in Dallas, Texas, July 25, 2007; Fire During Unloading in the
Woodlands, Texas August 7, 2007; and Overturn and Fire in East New Orleans, Louisiana, October 20, 2007, Special Investigation
Report NFSB/SIR-09/01 PB2009-917002, National Transportation Safety Board, Washington, DC.

Copies of the NTSB report were sent to NFPA's Industrial and Medical Gases Technical Committee, and
CGA notified the committee of ongoing work within CGA to address specific NTSB recommendations which
evolved out of the findings and recommendations of the report in pertinent part as follows:

Findings
1. The fires in the East New Orleans, Louisiana, and Lamar, Colorado, accidents occurred as a result of the

ejection of unsecured cylinders during the rollovers of the mobile acetylene trailers, resulting in damage to
many of the cylinder valves and the release of acetylene, which then ignited.
2. The requirements in the Hazardous Materials Regulations covering mobile acetylene trailers do not

sufficiently address (1) the protection of the cylinders, valves, and fittings on the trailers from impact forces
that occur during an overturn accident and (2) the secure mounting of the cylinders to the vehicles.
3. The ignition of the acetylene in the accident in The Woodlands, Texas, likely occurred because of the

operators' failure to follow Western International Gas & Cylinders, Inc.'s, standard operating procedures,
which resulted in the introduction of high-pressure acetylene into closed piping that contained air, which in
turn initiated an acetylene decomposition reaction.
4. The ignition of the acetylene in the Dallas, Texas, accident likely occurred because of the operator's failure

to follow Western's standard operating procedures, which resulted in the reduction of the pressure in the
manifold to 0 psig, allowing air to enter the manifold and initiating a decomposition reaction when pressurized
acetylene was subsequently introduced into the manifold.
5. Because of the instability of acetylene, the current acetylene unloading procedures by themselves are not

adequate to ensure safety.
To the Compressed Gas Association:
Revise the recommended practices in Compressed Gas Association standard

G-1.6, section 7, General Provisions, to require automated water deluge systems
at all mobile acetylene trailer loading and unloading locations to control the
spread of fire to other cylinders on a trailer and to nearby mobile acetylene trailers. (H-09-03) (Ref 2.)

Ref 2. NTSB Special Investigation Report, pp. 27- 28.
CGA agreed with the NTSB recommendations regarding fire protection and revised its publication G-1.6 for

publication during 2010 to include requirements for deluge systems.  The publication has not yet been released
by CGA staff pending final review; but committee work was complete when NFPA's closing date for public
comments on NFPA 51A occurred in March 2010.

CGA's position is represented by CGA's published standards.  In this instance the standard is G-1.6, and as
currently developed the requirements of the standard were shown in the public comment 51A-8 (Log #9) in
pertinent part as follows:

11.2.1.3 Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems (MATS). At mobile acetylene charging plants a deluge fire sprinkler system having
a minimum water density of 0.3 gpm (1.14 L/min) per square foot for an area of 2500 ft2 (232 m2) or less shall be installed in the
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areas occupied by trailers in charging or discharging stations.  The minimum water density requirement decreases linearly to 0.2 gpm
(0.76 L/min) per square foot for areas greater that 5000 ft2 (464.52 m2).  The fire protection system shall be able to be activated
automatically and also by manual actuator.
11.2.1.3.1 The fire protection control system shall be located so that it is visible and accessible in an emergency.
11.2.1.3.2 Existing charging and discharging MATS shall be protected by a deluge fire sprinkler system in accordance with 11.2.1.3

by January 1, 2015.
11.2.1.3.3 Where the public water is not sufficient to meet the requirements for water flow or capacity, the supply shall be subject to
approval by the AHJ.

In discussion during the ROC meeting the IMG TC offered rationale for 51A-9 (Log #CC2) that was logical
including the fact that the fire protection systems required for acetylene storage at indoor locations is not
required to be a deluge system.  The TC opined that with a deluge system the containment and drainage of
large amounts of fire protection water required by the model fire prevention and hazardous materials codes
was an added consideration.  In addition, the TC explained that NFPA 13 is the nationally recognized design
and installation standard for fire protection systems, and that reference to this nationally recognized standard is
integral to NFPA 55, and it is currently referenced in NFPA 51A Section 11.2.1.2, therefore, requirements as
shown in Section 11.2.1.3 (of the public comment) were unnecessary and could lead to misapplication of the
code.  In addition, it was explained that the IMG TC plans to integrate NFPA 51A into NFPA 55 which will
further require consistency in application with the fire protection requirements of NFPA 55 for flammable
gases and NFPA 13 for design and installation.

While the work on the part of the IMG TC to improve NFPA 51A within the context of ROP Item 51A-31 is
understood and appreciated, the available time provided by the NFPA process for CGA to reconsider the
application of requirements within CGA's Standards Development Process is insufficient to allow for anything
other than a negative ballot on ROC Item 51A-9 (Log #CC2).

Specific reasons for casting a negative ballot include the following:
·    51A-9 (Log #CC2) requires a fixed head fire sprinkler system in contrast to the open head deluge system

required by CGA G-1.6.  CGA's requirement for a deluge system are based in part on response to a request
from the National Transportation Safety Board that a deluge system be provided.  That said, CGA is not aware
of testing that substantiates the need for a deluge system; however, the current consensus of CGA's Ad Hoc
Code Committee on NFPA 51A as expressed by CGA G-1.6 is that a closed head sprinkler system may not
provide adequate fire protection for systems of this nature.

·   CGA's G-1.6 standard requires retroactive application of requirements based on recent events involving
fire in MATS discharge stations.  These recent fire events bear out the need to provide controls at existing
facilities as well as in facilities of new construction.  The IMG TC members that attended the ROC meeting
vocalized some opposition to establishing a retroactive requirement even in light of the fire events reported in
the NTSB report. Statements were made to the effect that retroactive requirements are “out of the norm” for
this committee.  Section 1.4.1 of NFPA 51A allows for the selective application of requirements retroactively.
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Mahnken, G. The proposed protection is not adequate for the hazard. The hazard is a trailer "flash-over",
with massive flames on the trailer of origin, as well as potential fire spread to cylinders on adjacent trailers,
nearby buildings and outdoor cylinder storage, as well as severe off site impacts. (The hazard is better
described by the actual accidents in the NTSB report (NTSB/SIR - 09/01)), which was made available to the
TC. Most of these trailers are located outdoors, where the appropriate fire protection is an automatic deluge
system, or water spray system, not a sprinkler system.  Deluge or water spray will help prevent trailer flash-
over by providing prompt cooling to all the cylinders on the trailer of origin, as well as any adjacent trailers.
For example, in NFPA  318 (Standard for the Protection of Semiconductor Facilities, 2009 edition, par 9.1.2),
"automatic fixed water spray protection" is a minimum requirement for silane tube trailers - another high
hazard flammable gas storage system.  Furthermore, deluge protection over MATs is already an adopted
practice for some companies, particularly ones  that experienced MAT fires, as indicated in the NTSB report.
In view of the hazard, automatic deluge protection should be a minimum requirement for MAT stations in
NFPA 51A.
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Smith, R. The efforts on the part of the IMG TC to resolve the issue surrounding requirements for fire
protection to be provided for MATS containing acetylene represented by the committee comment are
acknowledged; however, the Compressed Gas Association cannot support the committee position as it is
currently drafted.

Background
CGA submitted public proposal ROP Item 51A-31 in the ROP phase in response to recent fires involving

Mobile Acetylene discharge stations which were the subject of a report issued in 2007 by the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) (Ref. 1).

Ref 1. - Mobile Acetylene Trailer Accidents: Fire During Unloading in Dallas, Texas, July 25, 2007; Fire During Unloading in the
Woodlands, Texas August 7, 2007; and Overturn and Fire in East New Orleans, Louisiana, October 20, 2007, Special Investigation
Report NFSB/SIR-09/01 PB2009-917002, National Transportation Safety Board, Washington, DC.

Copies of the NTSB report were sent to NFPA's Industrial and Medical Gases Technical Committee, and
CGA notified the committee of ongoing work within CGA to address specific NTSB recommendations which
evolved out of the findings and recommendations of the report in pertinent part as follows:

Findings
1. The fires in the East New Orleans, Louisiana, and Lamar, Colorado, accidents occurred as a result of the

ejection of unsecured cylinders during the rollovers of the mobile acetylene trailers, resulting in damage to
many of the cylinder valves and the release of acetylene, which then ignited.
2. The requirements in the Hazardous Materials Regulations covering mobile acetylene trailers do not

sufficiently address (1) the protection of the cylinders, valves, and fittings on the trailers from impact forces
that occur during an overturn accident and (2) the secure mounting of the cylinders to the vehicles.
3. The ignition of the acetylene in the accident in The Woodlands, Texas, likely occurred because of the

operators' failure to follow Western International Gas & Cylinders, Inc.'s, standard operating procedures,
which resulted in the introduction of high-pressure acetylene into closed piping that contained air, which in
turn initiated an acetylene decomposition reaction.
4. The ignition of the acetylene in the Dallas, Texas, accident likely occurred because of the operator's failure

to follow Western's standard operating procedures, which resulted in the reduction of the pressure in the
manifold to 0 psig, allowing air to enter the manifold and initiating a decomposition reaction when pressurized
acetylene was subsequently introduced into the manifold.
5. Because of the instability of acetylene, the current acetylene unloading procedures by themselves are not

adequate to ensure safety.
To the Compressed Gas Association:
Revise the recommended practices in Compressed Gas Association standard

G-1.6, section 7, General Provisions, to require automated water deluge systems
at all mobile acetylene trailer loading and unloading locations to control the
spread of fire to other cylinders on a trailer and to nearby mobile acetylene trailers. (H-09-03) (Ref 2.)

Ref 2. NTSB Special Investigation Report, pp. 27- 28.
CGA agreed with the NTSB recommendations regarding fire protection and revised its publication G-1.6 for

publication during 2010 to include requirements for deluge systems.  The publication has not yet been released
by CGA staff pending final review; but committee work was complete when NFPA's closing date for public
comments on NFPA 51A occurred in March 2010.

CGA's position is represented by CGA's published standards.  In this instance the standard is G-1.6, and as
currently developed the requirements of the standard were shown in the public comment 51A-8 (Log #9) in
pertinent part as follows:

11.2.1.3 Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems (MATS). At mobile acetylene charging plants a deluge fire sprinkler system having
a minimum water density of 0.3 gpm (1.14 L/min) per square foot for an area of 2500 ft2 (232 m2) or less shall be installed in the
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areas occupied by trailers in charging or discharging stations.  The minimum water density requirement decreases linearly to 0.2 gpm
(0.76 L/min) per square foot for areas greater that 5000 ft2 (464.52 m2).  The fire protection system shall be able to be activated
automatically and also by manual actuator.
11.2.1.3.1 The fire protection control system shall be located so that it is visible and accessible in an emergency.
11.2.1.3.2 Existing charging and discharging MATS shall be protected by a deluge fire sprinkler system in accordance with 11.2.1.3

by January 1, 2015.
11.2.1.3.3 Where the public water is not sufficient to meet the requirements for water flow or capacity, the supply shall be subject to
approval by the AHJ.

In discussion during the ROC meeting the IMG TC offered rationale for 51A-9 (Log #CC2) that was logical
including the fact that the fire protection systems required for acetylene storage at indoor locations is not
required to be a deluge system.  The TC opined that with a deluge system the containment and drainage of
large amounts of fire protection water required by the model fire prevention and hazardous materials codes
was an added consideration.  In addition, the TC explained that NFPA 13 is the nationally recognized design
and installation standard for fire protection systems, and that reference to this nationally recognized standard is
integral to NFPA 55, and it is currently referenced in NFPA 51A Section 11.2.1.2, therefore, requirements as
shown in Section 11.2.1.3 (of the public comment) were unnecessary and could lead to misapplication of the
code.  In addition, it was explained that the IMG TC plans to integrate NFPA 51A into NFPA 55 which will
further require consistency in application with the fire protection requirements of NFPA 55 for flammable
gases and NFPA 13 for design and installation.

While the work on the part of the IMG TC to improve NFPA 51A within the context of ROP Item 51A-31 is
understood and appreciated, the available time provided by the NFPA process for CGA to reconsider the
application of requirements within CGA's Standards Development Process is insufficient to allow for anything
other than a negative ballot on ROC Item 51A-9 (Log #CC2).

Specific reasons for casting a negative ballot include the following:
·    51A-9 (Log #CC2) requires a fixed head fire sprinkler system in contrast to the open head deluge system

required by CGA G-1.6.  CGA's requirement for a deluge system are based in part on response to a request
from the National Transportation Safety Board that a deluge system be provided.  That said, CGA is not aware
of testing that substantiates the need for a deluge system; however, the current consensus of CGA's Ad Hoc
Code Committee on NFPA 51A as expressed by CGA G-1.6 is that a closed head sprinkler system may not
provide adequate fire protection for systems of this nature.

·   CGA's G-1.6 standard requires retroactive application of requirements based on recent events involving
fire in MATS discharge stations.  These recent fire events bear out the need to provide controls at existing
facilities as well as in facilities of new construction.  The IMG TC members that attended the ROC meeting
vocalized some opposition to establishing a retroactive requirement even in light of the fire events reported in
the NTSB report. Statements were made to the effect that retroactive requirements are “out of the norm” for
this committee.  Section 1.4.1 of NFPA 51A allows for the selective application of requirements retroactively.

51A-15 B.1.2.1 and B.2 (Log # 14 )
Affirmative with Comment

Fluer, L. The final title of CGA-1.6 2010 Edition may be changed from a "Recommended Practice" to a "Standard" in
publication.  It is requested that NFPA contact CGA's Technical Director Mr. Roger Smith in the post ballot phase to confirm the
current document title of the G-1.6 document prior to publication of NFPA 51A.
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